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The digital transformation of public administration is not only a highly and publicly discussed topic (Pias 2019) but it also receives an increasing importance in administrative reform literature (Castelnovo und Sorrentino 2018; Kuhlmann und Bogumil 2019; Mergel 2019). The link between adopted new technologies in public administration and the necessary change of the institutional design can be identified as a research gap (Dawes 2008, S. 91). The specific research interest of this study is the governance of such a large reform program as the digitalization of public administration in the very special context of decentral-federal states. Several institutional challenges are related with the introduction of a policy aiming at standardization and consolidation in a decentral-federal system. Unlike Estonia, Germany – as the example for decentral-federal administrative systems in comparative literature (Kuhlmann und Wollmann 2019) – is not known for a successful digitalization of public administration. When it comes to digital public services, Germany ranks 25 out of 29 in Europe (European Commission 2019), provoking the question why Germany as economically strong and politically stable as it is, presents such an unsatisfying outcome of its efforts to digitalize its public administration? Introducing the “law for online access” (Online-Zugangs-Gesetz; OZG) in 2017, the federal government initiated an agenda which should be coordinated federally to ensure the digitalization of the 575 administrative services until 2022. But how do we ensure a liable and committed participation of not only the federal government but also of the 16 Länder governments? How can we ensure an effective, efficient and legitimate coordination across administrative levels? These are open questions leading to the key research interest of this article: The governance of the digital transformation as a project of standardization in a federal state with the tendency of decentralization. Evidently, contrary tendencies tend to lead to a scenario where institutional change is not only highly complex but also very difficult to coordinate. Governance, as defined by Kooiman as: “All those interactive arrangements in which public as well as private actors participate aimed at solving societal problems, or creating societal opportunities, and attending to the institutions within which these governing activities take place.” (Kooiman 1999, S. 70). Governance of digitalization of the public administration in the federal state therefore indicates the arrangement of federal/Länder governments addressing the challenge to digitally transform their administrations with the help of (common/shared) institutions.

Introducing digital public services requires from the very beginning a well-functioning interaction in the back-office, which means connected digital registries, data exchange standards and a consolidated service infrastructure. To set these measurements in place successfully across public offices, coordination and agreement of the implementing actors (both horizontal and vertical) are needed. At the same time a federal multi-level governance
system doesn’t allow central standards which will be adopted by all actors. A proper institutional setting is needed to decide and coordinate the collective action. This study gives a descriptive overview of the institutional setting between the federal government and the 16 state governments (Länder) and then analyzes the setting and the changes that take place, consulting institutional policy literature to explain the recent developments. Based on a descriptive illustration of the constellation of actors in the cross-level introduction of a digital administration, the following research question will be addressed: **What can explain the institutional design of multi-level governance of digital administration in the federal state?**

To address this question the study is empirically grounded on a document analysis of relevant laws, regulations and protocols on the one hand and eleven qualitative interviews with crucial actors, selected diversely across functions, federal levels and regionality on the other. To explain the observed developments and to contribute to the theoretical debate, the article combines branches of institutionalism and policy evaluation.
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